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Temperature-dependent photoluminescence (TDPL), one of the most effective and powerful optical
characterisation methods, is widely used to investigate carrier transport and localized states in
semiconductor materials. Resonant excitation and non-resonant excitation are the two primary methods of
researching this issue. In this study, the application ranges of the different excitation modes are confirmed
by analysing the TDPL characteristics of GaN-based light-emitting diodes. For resonant excitation, the
carriers are generated only in the quantum wells, and the TDPL features effectively reflect the intrinsic
photoluminescence characteristics within the wells and offer certain advantages in characterising localized
states and the quality of the wells. For non-resonant excitation, both the wells and barriers are excited, and
the carriers that drift from the barriers can contribute to the luminescence under the driving force of the
built-in field, which causes the existing equations to become inapplicable. Thus, non-resonant excitation is
more suitable than resonant excitation for studying carrier transport dynamics and evaluating the internal
quantum efficiency. The experimental technique described herein provides fundamental new insights into
the selection of the most appropriate excitation mode for the experimental analysis of carrier transport and
localized states in p-n junction devices.

B

ecause of its high accuracy and non-destructive nature, photoluminescence (PL) studies have been recognised as one of the most sensitive and widely employed methods of exploring the physical characteristics of
materials, such as band structures1–4, the luminescence of impurities5,6, and point defects7,8. The PL technique is also a powerful and important tool for obtaining information regarding low-dimensional semiconductors, e.g., quantum-size effects9–11, many-body processes12,13, strain analysis14–16, localized states17–21,
excitonic states22,23, coupling effects24,25, carrier relaxation processes and recombination mechanisms26–31.
Because of the importance of luminescence phenomena, it is vitally important to be able to conduct a careful
analysis of the process itself, including the generation, transport and recombination of carriers. Among these
three processes, the transport of carriers plays a crucial role in linking the generation and recombination of
carriers. Therefore, investigating the carrier transport mechanism in materials is of considerable importance.
Temperature-dependent photoluminescence (TDPL) is one of the most fundamental and technologically
important tools for characterising semiconductor devices. Based on photoluminescence spectra measured at
different temperatures, a systematic and mature theory has been developed to study the defects related to nonradiative processes32,33, localized states20,34, and carrier transport dynamics20,35,36. A series of physical equations are
widely used to characterise and fit the above physical processes. In general, two different photon excitation
energies are used to characterise the photoluminescence properties of quantum-well luminescence devices.
The first is resonant excitation, in which the excitation energy is below the barrier band gap; hence, the carriers
are generated only in wells33,36. The second approach is non-resonant excitation, in which the excitation energy is
higher than the barrier band gap, and thus, both the barriers and the wells are excited37–39. In previous reports, for
both resonant excitation and non-resonant excitation, the Arrhenius formula and the band-tail model have been
widely used to describe carrier transport and localized states, respectively, in quantum-well structures19–21,32,33,36,37,39. However, these physical equations cannot accurately reflect the carrier transport and localized
states for both excitation modes, and thus, they lead to an equivocal description of these physical processes.
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Figure 1 | Schematic diagrams of the PL process when the sample is excited. (a) When the excitation energy (Eex) is less than the band energy of the
barrier (Eg(QB)), the wells are resonantly excited. Electrons and holes are generated only in the wells, and they will quickly relax from continuous states
into quantum states to emit light. (b) Carriers are generated in both wells and barriers when non-resonant excitation is applied (Eex . Eg(QB)). Under
the driving force of the built-in electric field, the electrons and holes will drift to opposite sides. During this process, the carriers may be captured by
quantum states or non-radiative centres.

Hence, the physical origins of the different TDPL characteristics of
the two excitation modes should be clarified, and the application
ranges of the two excitation modes should be discussed.
In this work, InGaN multiple-quantum-well (MQW) light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are chosen as the particular subject of investigation to clarify the carrier transport and localization by applying
different excitation modes. The trend of the variation in the TDPL
characteristics measured using non-resonant excitation is significantly different from that measured using resonant excitation. The
abnormal PL features observed under the non-resonant excitation
mode cannot be well fitted using the commonly applied Arrhenius
equation and band-tail mode. In previous reports, these abnormal PL
characteristics have been attributed to carrier transport between the
different localized states, but this explanation can be excluded based
on the TDPL intensity measured under resonant excitation. We also
propose that the different temperature-dependent PL characteristics
are associated with carrier drift in the quantum barriers and that the
driving force is the built-in electric field in the depletion region.
Through comparison of the resonant and non-resonant TDPL
results, the physical origins of the different optical features of the
two modes are clarified, and the application ranges of the excitation
modes can be defined.

Results
Photoluminescence mechanism. The MQW region is composed of
five pairs of 2-nm-thick InGaN wells separated by 12-nm-thick,
lightly Si-doped GaN (n-doping 5 3 3 1017 cm23) barriers. The
nominal indium content of the InGaN well is approximately 0.18.

In Fig. 1, the energy band structure of the InGaN/GaN-based LEDs is
plotted to illustrate the PL mechanisms of the various excitation
modes. Because of the large polarization field that exists in the
MQW region, the energy band is sharply sloped40–42. For resonant
excitation, the excitation energy is below the barrier gap, and thus,
the carriers are generated only in the wells. The photogenerated
carriers quickly relax from continuous states into quantum states,
and electrons then radiatively recombine with holes to emit light. The
quantum barriers (QBs) can prevent the carriers from moving in the
growth direction of the material. Hence, the TDPL features under
resonant excitation accurately reflect the intrinsic luminescence
characteristics of the quantum wells. For non-resonant excitation,
the excitation energy is higher than the barrier gap, and thus, both the
barriers and the wells are excited. In this case, the measured TDPL
characteristics should include information regarding both the
carriers from the wells and the barriers. Because of the large builtin electric field, the photogenerated electrons and holes in the QBs
will drift apart in the depletion region. During the drift process, the
carriers may relax into QW states or be captured by the nonrecombination centres.
The time-integrated PL spectra measured using a 325-nm laser
and a 405-nm laser with fixed excitation powers of 30 mW and
1 mW, which were recorded between 10 K and 300 K, are presented
in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the blue LED has a lower PL intensity
under the resonant excitation condition at 10 K. However, the PL
intensity excited by the 325-nm laser is greater than that excited by
the 405-nm laser under an excitation power of 30 mW at 300 K,
whereas this relation is reversed at 1 mW, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

Figure 2 | The PL spectra measured under two excitation energies at temperatures of 10 K and 300 K. The blue LED has a lower PL intensity
under the resonant excitation condition at 10 K. In Fig. 2(a), the PL intensity excited by the 325-nm laser is greater than that excited by the 405-nm laser
under an excitation power of 30 mW at 300 K, whereas this relation is reversed at 1 mW, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
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Figure 3 | Temperature-dependent integrated PL intensities of the LED structures under various excitation powers. (a) A monotonic decrease
in the integrated PL intensity is generally observed when 405-nm excitation is applied. The solid curves represent the best fits for the PL quenching as a
function of temperature, as obtained using the Arrhenius formula described in the text. (b) An anomalous temperature-dependent PL intensity is
observed in the moderate temperature region (,110–170 K) under excitation with a 325-nm laser.

The substantial variation in the ratio between the room-temperature
PL intensities of the two excitation modes at different excitation
powers can be attributed to the transport of carriers in the barriers,
which will be discussed in a later section.
Temperature-dependent photoluminescence intensity. Typical
temperature-dependent PL intensity (nearly exponential decay)
curves of the LED samples under resonant excitation are presented
in Fig. 3(a). The temperature-dependent PL intensity can be well
fitted using the following Arrhenius formula32,43–46:
1
I(T)~
,
ð1Þ
{EA1
{EA2
1zC1 exp(
)zC2 exp(
)
kB T
kB T
where I(T) represents the normalized integrated PL intensity. The
parameters C1 and C2 are two constants related to the density of
non-radiative recombination centres in the samples. EA1 and EA2
are the activation energies corresponding to the non-radiative
recombination process45–48. kB is Boltzmann’s constant. All fitting
results and the I300K/I10K ratios are listed in Table 1. Under the
resonant excitation condition, the obtained fitting parameters
exhibit high stability with respect to variations in the excitation
power. The saturation of the non-radiative centres and the carrierscreening effect lead to smaller rate constants under high excitation.
Nevertheless, the TDPL intensity of the non-resonant excitation
cannot be fitted using the above equation, and the I300K/I10K ratio
exhibits a strong dependence on the excitation power, as shown in
Table 1. The trends of the variation in the PL intensities of the two
excitation modes as the temperature increases from 10 K to 100 K
are extremely similar. However, distinct temperature-dependent
features manifest in the moderate-temperature region. A knee
appears in the integrated PL intensity curves under non-resonant
excitation, that is, the intensity gradually increases as the temperature increases. This anomalous phenomenon can be interpreted in
terms of two possible explanations: the first is carrier transport along

the quantum barriers, and the second is carrier transport between
different localized states49,50. This behaviour is not observed under
resonant excitation. Hence, carrier transport between localized states
cannot be the primary explanation for this phenomenon. The
gradual increase in the PL intensity also makes it impossible to fit
using the Arrhenius formula. There must exist one mechanism of
carrier supplementation that can provide sufficient carriers to
compensate for the temperature increase caused by the loss of
carriers. Here, we propose that the observed anomalous optical
phenomenon is associated with the carrier transport behaviour
referred to as carrier mobility. Because of the competition between
impurity scattering and lattice scattering, the carrier mobility increases with increasing temperature in the moderate-temperature
region (,80–200 K)51,52. The augmented carrier mobility will
enhance the drift movement of the carriers under the driving force
of the net electric field in the GaN barriers. Increasing the amount of
carriers will serve to decrease the ratio between the densities of nonradiative recombination centres and radiative recombination
centres, thus leading to a more efficient carrier-screening effect.
In GaN-based devices, holes have a very low mobility (,5–
10 cm2/V?s)51,53, which makes it very difficult for holes to travel
within the active region and be immediately captured by the
nearby QW. By contrast, electrons have a relatively high mobility
(,200–500 cm2/V?s)52,54. Consequently, the electrons can easily
travel in the opposite direction of the built-in field and ultimately
be captured by the QWs. The accumulated carriers in the QWs are
beneficial for diminishing the polarization field and increasing the
radiative recombination efficiency55,56. Furthermore, the carrierscreening effect of ionized impurity (or defect) scattering can
enhance the mobility of carriers54,57. Consequently, the PL intensity is elevated in the moderate-temperature region (,120–170 K).
In the high-temperature region (,200–300 K), the activation of
non-radiative recombination centres and the escape of carriers
from the QWs lead to thermal quenching of the PL46. An alternative description of the trend of the variation in the TDPL intensity

Table 1 | The obtained fitting parameters: activation energies (EA1 and EA2) and constants (C1 and C2) as well as the I300K/I10K ratio
405 nm laser

325 nm laser

Excitation energy
Excitation power

2 mW

10 mW

60 mW

1 mW

5 mW

30 mW

C1
EA1 (meV)
C2
EA2 (meV)
I300K/I10K

0.79
8.46
8.64
33.45
25.4%

0.56
8.79
7.50
33.52
30.1%

0.45
8.63
7.20
33.68
30.9%

14.6%

32.1%

43.7%
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Figure 4 | Temperature-dependent Gauss-fitted peak energies of the LED structures under various excitation powers. The solid curves represent
the best fits for the peak-energy shift as a function of temperature obtained using the band-tail model described in the text. (a) Under 405-nm excitation,
an S-shaped shift in the peak energy related to the localized states is observed. The red-blue-red shift in the peak energy exhibits a minimal
excitation-power dependence. (b) A strongly excitation-power-dependent shift in the peak energy is observed under excitation at 325 nm.

observed through time-resolved PL (TRPL) measurements can be
expressed as follows19,58:
gint (T)~

tPL (T)
1
,
~
(T)
trad (T) 1z ttrad(T)

ð2Þ

nr

where tPL is the carrier lifetime obtained from the TRPL measurement and trad and tnr are the radiative and non-radiative carrier
lifetimes, respectively. gint(T) is assumed to be equal to IPL(T)/
IPL(0 K), with the assumption that IPL(0 K) 5 1. Under resonant
excitation, the thermally activated non-radiative centres and increased radiative lifetime lead to a decrease in the PL intensity.
Under non-resonant excitation, a portion of the transported carriers are consumed by non-radiative centres; therefore, the
remaining carriers can be captured by the radiative centres and
enhance the PL intensity in the moderate-temperature region
(,120–170 K). The greater enhancement of the PL intensity
under high excitation can serve to decrease the ratio of the density
of non-radiative recombination centres to the density of radiative
recombination centres. Consequently, the non-radiative lifetime of
the carriers can be expressed as follows59:
tnr ~

1
,
Nnr sVth

ð3Þ

where Nnr is the density of non-radiative centres. s and uth represent the carrier capture cross section of non-radiative centres
and the carrier velocity, respectively. Because of the differences in
defect density, carrier capture cross section and carrier velocity,
the non-radiative lifetimes of the two excitation modes are different. Combing the carrier drift behaviour under non-resonant
excitation, the differences in the TDPL intensity can be effectively
explained.
The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is one of the most important parameters of an LED, and it can be defined as the ratio of the
number of photons generated to the number of injected electrons
and holes, which is often expressed as the ratio of the integrated PL
intensity between 300 K and 0 K60–62. However, in practice, it is very
difficult to reach 0 K, and the PL intensity at 0 K can only be
obtained by extrapolating the trend of the variation in the PL intensity in the low-temperature region (,20 K). When the QWs are
under resonant excitation, the carriers are generated only in QWs
and no carriers transport along the QBs. Hence, the value of the IQE
obtained by measuring the PL intensity ratio may not accurate.
Under the non-resonant excitation condition, the photogenerated
carriers in the QBs will drift in the active region and be captured
by the recombination and non-recombination centres. This situation
is analogous to carrier injection under a low current density: the
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 6131 | DOI: 10.1038/srep06131

injected holes and electrons will travel through the active region
under the driving force of the built-in field. Most importantly, the
relation between the photo-excitation power and the IQE obtained
under non-resonant optical pumping is very similar to that of the
electrical pumping in the low-current region. In other words, the IQE
will gradually increase because of the carrier-filling effect of the nonradiative centres at a high pumping density. The highly similar variation trends of the IQE under different pumping methods can be
attributed to the carrier drift in the active region induced by the builtin electric field. The minimal change in the I300K/I10K with varying
excitation power under resonant excitation also supports the above
explanation. Hence, non-resonant excitation is advantageous for
investigating carrier transport in the active region and characterising
the nominal IQE.
Temperature-dependent photoluminescence spectral characteristics. Figure 4(a) shows the Gauss-fitted TDPL peak energies at
various excitation powers under resonant excitation. The large Sshaped shift behaviour of the peak energy is characteristic of the
localization effect. The degree of the localization effect can be
determined by fitting the temperature-dependent emission energy
curve using the band-tail model63–65:
E(T)~Eg (0){

aT 2
s2
{
,
Tzb kB T

ð4Þ

where E(T) is the emission energy at T, Eg(0) is the energy gap at 0 K,
and a and b are the Varshni coefficients. The third term originates
from the localization effect, and s indicates the degree of the localization effect, where in general, a larger value of s corresponds to
a stronger localization effect. kB is the Boltzmann constant. The
obtained fitting parameters are presented in Table 2. The initial
red-blue shift of the peak energy can be explained in terms of
carrier transport between shallow and deep localization centres.
In the high-temperature region, the narrowing of the band gap
with increasing temperature leads to a red shift of the peak energy.
In general, the localization effect will be reduced under highexcitation conditions because of the carrier delocalization
effect20, which is consistent with the localized energies obtained
under resonant excitation, as shown in Table 2. However, an
abnormal relation between the localized effect and the excitation
power is observed under the non-resonant excitation condition.
As the excitation power decreases from 30 mW to 1 mW, the
value of s initially exhibits a slight increase and then dramatically decreases. Because the mobility of the carriers and the
activation of the non-recombination centres are closely related
to the temperature, the number of drift carriers captured by the
QWs should be dependent on temperature, and this dependence is
4
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Table 2 | The obtained fitting parameters: carrier location energies (s) under different excitation conditions
405 nm laser

325 nm laser

Excitation energy
Excitation power

2 mW

10 mW

60 mW

1 mW

5 mW

30 mW

s (meV)

24.70

23.58

18.70

14.82

17.56

17.21

responsible for the anomalous trend of the variation in the
localization effect.
Figure 5 presents the Gauss-fitted TDPL full widths at half maximum (FWHMs) under various excitation powers. A U-shaped
FWHM related to localized states is generally observed for both
resonant and non-resonant excitation conditions. The redistribution
of carriers in the shallow and deep localized states leads to a narrowing of the emission line width in the low-temperature region, followed by a monotonic broadening with increasing temperature up to
room temperature. The primary difference between the two excitation modes is in the moderate-temperature region (80–170 K). The
FWHM value decreases as the temperature increases under resonant
excitation. By contrast, under non-resonant excitation, the enhanced
carrier drift movement results in the non-uniform redistribution of
the carriers, followed by a slight broadening of the line width. The
similar broadening of the FWHM in the high-temperature region
(200–300 K) is caused by coupling of the excitons to acoustic phonons and to LO phonons66.

Discussion
It should be noted that the observed distinct TDPL features are
closely associated with carrier transport in the active region over
the entire temperature region (10–300 K), especially in the moderate-temperature region (,100–170 K). Because of the competition
between different scattering mechanisms, strongly temperaturedependent carrier mobility causes the number of drift carriers captured by the QWs to vary with temperature. Consequently, abnormal
TDPL spectral characteristics are observed under non-resonant
excitation. By contrast, the TDPL characteristics measured under
resonant excitation can be well explained using the Arrhenius
equation and the band-tail mode. The excitation-power-dependent
rate constants and localized energies directly reflect the nonrecombination centres and localized states in the QWs. These results
indicate that resonant excitation offers certain advantages when analysing the localized states within the QWs and evaluating the quality
of the quantum wells, whereas it cannot accurately characterise the
carrier transport in the active region or the IQE. Instead, non-resonant excitation is superior for investigating carrier transport and
characterising the nominal IQE. Nevertheless, non-resonant excita-

tion cannot reveal the intrinsic photoluminescence features of the
QWs. Finally, the equivocal physical processes of carrier transport
and localization have been clarified.
It is very important to understand the role played by the quantum
barriers in this work. In low-dimensional quantum structures, the
wide-gap barrier can serve as a wall that confines the carriers in
narrow-gap materials. When the excitation energy is less than the
energy gap of the barrier, the carriers are generated only in the
potential wells and the barriers can prevent the carriers from moving
into adjacent wells. With no external field applied to the device, the
TDPL characteristics can be well explained using the Arrhenius
equation and the band-tail mode. When non-resonant excitation is
applied, the photogenerated carriers in the barriers will drift apart
under the driving force of the electric field. The carriers will be
captured by both radiative and non-radiative recombination centres
during the drift process. In this scenario, the measured TDPL characteristics reflect the combined effect of the photogenerated carriers
in the wells and the captured drift carriers from the barriers, which
causes the currently used physical equations to no longer be
applicable; thus, a new physical model should be developed to analyse the carrier transport process in low-dimensional semiconductor
structures.
In this work, the application ranges of the excitation modes are
defined. In p-n junction devices, a built-in field always exists, even
when no external field is applied. Under non-resonant excitation, the
carriers will drift apart under the driving force of the built-in field,
which commonly exists in many other optoelectronic devices, such
as photodiodes and solar cells. Hence, the results obtained in this
work will play a guiding role in the analysis of such physical processes, and the experimental technique described herein can be
applied to investigate optical features of p-n junction devices.

Methods
Epitaxial growth of LED structures. The InGaN-based blue LED structures were
grown on c-sapphire substrates using metal-organic chemical vapour deposition
(MOCVD). The precursors were trimethylgallium (TMGa), triethylgallium (TEGa),
trimethylindium (TMIn), and ammonia (NH3). Silane (SiH4) and biscyclopentadienyl magnesium (Cp2Mg) were used as n-type and p-type dopants,
respectively. Before the deposition of a GaN nucleation layer, the sapphire wafer was
thermally cleaned at 1170uC under an H2 atmosphere for 10 min. A 25-nm-thick
GaN nucleation layer was grown at 530uC and annealed at 1050uC under an NH3

Figure 5 | Temperature-dependent Gauss-fitted full widths at half maximum (FWHMs) of the LED structures under various excitation powers.
(a) A U-shaped FWHM shift related to carrier redistribution in different localized states in the low-temperature region and phonon broadening in the
high-temperature region are observed under excitation at 405 nm. (b) Two FWHM-broadening slopes are observed in the moderate-to-hightemperature region when a 325-nm laser is applied. In the moderate-temperature region, the FWHM broadening is associated with carrier drift.
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flow, followed by a 500-nm-thick, nominally undoped GaN layer and a 3.5-mm-thick,
Si-doped GaN (n-doping 5 5 3 1018 cm23) layer at a temperature of 1100uC under a
reactor pressure of 400 mbar. In the following steps, five pairs of InGaN/GaN MQWs
with 2-nm-thick InGaN wells separated by 12-nm-thick, lightly Si-doped GaN
(n-doping 5 3 3 1017 cm23) barriers were grown under a nitrogen atmosphere. The
growth temperatures of the InGaN wells and GaN barriers were 730 and 830uC,
respectively. A 10-nm-thick, undoped GaN spacer layer was grown after the QWs,
and a 200-nm-thick, Mg-doped GaN (p-doping 5 8 3 1017 cm23) was then deposited
as a p-type contact layer at 930uC.
X-ray analysis. High-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) was performed using a
Bede D1 double-axis diffractometer with a parabolic graded multiplayer Gutman
mirror collimator followed by a four-bounce channel-cut Si (2 2 0) monochromator,
delivering a Cu Ka1 line with a wavelength of l 5 0.154056 nm. The indium content
and the thicknesses of the quantum well and barrier as measured via HRXRD were
17.78% and 2.03 and 11.92 nm, respectively.
Photoluminescence measurements. The temperature dependence of the
luminescence spectra was determined by cooling each sample in a closed-loop He
cryostat to ,8 K and then gradually heating to 300 K. A 325-nm He-Cd continuous
wave laser and a 405-nm laser diode were selected as the excitation sources. The
optical path was held constant to ensure identical test conditions. The size of the light
spot focused on the samples was approximately 0.1 mm. The output power could be
adjusted from 30 mW to 0.3 mW using a neutral optical attenuator. The
luminescence was dispersed by a triple-grating 50-cm monochromator and detected
by a GaAs photomultiplier tube using the conventional lock-in technique.
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